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Some sensible fishing rules:

- Be sure to demonstrate good sea sense

- Respect the weather and the weather reports and follow the advice given

- Do not drink and drive at sea. Drinking and boating don’t mix

- Protect the environment

- Take responsibility for fishery resources

- Act responsibly when boating near fish farms

- Respect commercial fishermen and act responsibly in areas where commercial                 
fishing occurs

- Follow the guidelines provided by the boat hire company

- You are always responsible for your own safety

- Use a life jacket

This safety brochure is made by:
The Norwegian Hospitality Association (NHO Reiseliv)

Review of safety instructions



Safety Instructions 
Before the customer is permitted to take the boat out on the water, the boat hire company together with the customer shall go through important safety regulations. Once this is done, 
both the boat hire company and the customer shall sign this form. Failure to comply with the safety regulations may result in liability and loss of the right to use boats. YesNO

Contact telephones  The customer’s contact telephone is:  
The contact telephone for the facility is:  

  The customer’s contact telephone has been tested locally and the customer has been instructed to carry the phone onboard with him and to keep the 
phone well charged at all times. 

  The customer has been informed about the mobile telephone coverage in the area.
Onshore Safety   The customer is familiar with the emergency exits, fire extinguishers, and first-aid kits for the facility.

  The customer is familiar with the facility’s routines for reporting absences onshore.
Emergency Phone 
Numbers

The customer has been told where the emergency phone numbers can be found on board.  
The phone numbers to the Norwegian Search and  Rescue Service are +47 51517000 (Southern Norway) / + 47 75559000 (Northern-Norway) Police: 112

How to use the boat 
and its motor 

  The customer’s has been instructed on how to use the boat and its motor.  
  The customer’s has been informed about the information found onboard and where this information is located.  
  The customer’s has been informed that the dead-man’s button found on the outboard motor shall always be used when the motor is running (except next 

to piers or wharfs). 
  The customer has been instructed on how to fill fuel. 
  The boat and the motor was handed over to the customer in good condition.  

Equipment found 
onboard the boat 

  The customer has been informed about the type of equipment found aboard. 
  The life-saving equipment has been demonstrated and tested . 

The weather and 
weather reports  

  The customer has been given information about the weather conditions found in the area.  
  The customer has been informed of his responsibility to stay updated on the weather reports. 
  The customer has been informed on the weather reporting routines and routines for contact with the customer used by the boat hire company for 

customers at sea.
Information on sea 
charts and waters  

  The customer has been given information on sea charts. If the facility has specific route charts, the customer has been given instructions on how to use 
these charts. 

  The customer has been given information on traffic restrictions in the area, especially dangerous areas and safe conduct when travelling by boat in and 
around such areas. 

 The customer has been given information on sea marks found in the area.  
  The customer has been given information about fish farms and commercial fishing in the area and correct conduct when travelling by boat in areas where 

fish farms are located and/or commercial fishing occurs. 
Restrictions on drinking 
alcohol when boating 

  The customer has been given information on Norwegian law relating to drinking alcohol and boating.  

Liability insurance   The customer has been given information about the facility’s liability’ insurance.
Safe conduct onboard 
and emergencies  

 The customer is familiar with the correct way to conduct himself onboard a boat ( weight distribution etc). 
  The customer has been given instructions on what to do in case of emergencies. 

Signatures    Both the customer and the boat hire company must sign this form to signify that the safety instructions have been given provided and understood.  

Place:    date:       /         20….    boat hire company’s signature      customer’s signature 

              ___________________________                __________________________ 


